I. COMPANY INFORMATION

Company Name: Beijing Sankuai Online Technology Co., Ltd

Address: Hengdian Building, No. 4 Wangjing East Rd, Chaoyang District, Beijing, 100102, China

Type of Industry: IT

Website: http://campus.meituan.com/#/

Contact Person: Ken Zhao

Job Title: Recruiter

Email: Ken.zhao@dianping.com

Tel: +86-15158113040

Fax: 

II. POSITION OFFERED

- Summer Internship
- 1-year Internship ✔ Graduate Position
- Others: Please specify __________

Job Title: Algorithm engineer for autonomous vehicles

Job Description: Meituan-Dianping is a world leading life service platform, and Meituan Waimai is the largest on-demand food delivery platform in the world. Currently, we are facing a critical challenge to fulfill the delivery requirement of the rapidly increasing number of orders. To improve the delivery capacity, we will explore the robotic technologies to develop autonomous delivery vehicles. We are hiring for talents in the area of robotics, slam, navigation and deep learning.

III. JOB REQUIREMENTS

Job Requirements:

1. Master degree or above in computer science, robotics, automation or equivalent, PhD degree is highly preferred

2. Experience with algorithms such as SLAM, geometry localization, deep learning, planning and multi-sensor fusion.

3. Solid programming skills, C/C++/Python

4. Have strong passion in autonomous vehicle development and application

Plus:

1. Project experience on robotics or autonomous vehicles

2. Proven publications in top conference or journals: CVPR/ICCV/ICRA/IROS/PAMI/IJCV…